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Paper On Civil Rights Movement
This book, a publication of the U.S. Department of State, recounts how African-American slaves and their descendants struggled to win — both in law and in practice — the civil rights enjoyed by
other Americans. It is a story of dignified persistence and struggle, a story that produced great heroes and heroines, and one that ultimately succeeded by forcing Americans to confront
squarely the shameful gap between their universal principles of equality and justice and the inequality, injustice, and oppression faced by millions of their fellow citizens. Contains full color
illustrations, and includes sections on Black Soldiers in the Civil War, Marcus Garvey, Ralph Johnson Bunche, Jackie Robinson, Rosa Parks, Medgar Evers and the Bloody Sunday in Selma.
“A vast choral pageant that recounts the momentous work of the civil rights struggle.”—The New York Times Book Review A monumental volume drawing upon nearly one thousand interviews
with civil rights activists, politicians, reporters, Justice Department officials, and others, weaving a fascinating narrative of the civil rights movement told by the people who lived it Join brave
and terrified youngsters walking through a jeering mob and up the steps of Central High School in Little Rock. Listen to the vivid voices of the ordinary people who manned the barricades, the
laborers, the students, the housewives without whom there would have been no civil rights movements at all. In this remarkable oral history, Henry Hampton, creator and executive producer of
the acclaimed PBS series Eyes on the Prize, and Steve Fayer, series writer, bring to life the country’s great struggle for civil rights as no conventional narrative can. You will hear the voices of
those who defied the blackjacks, who went to jail, who witnessed and policed the movement; of those who stood for and against it—voices from the heart of America.
A documentary of the destructive powers of segregation and apathy as written from the experiences and insights of a Southerner
Praised by The New York Times; O, The Oprah Magazine; Bitch Magazine; Slate; Publishers Weekly; and more, this is “a bracing corrective to a national mythology” (New York Times)
around the civil rights movement. The civil rights movement has become national legend, lauded by presidents from Reagan to Obama to Trump, as proof of the power of American
democracy. This fable, featuring dreamy heroes and accidental heroines, has shuttered the movement firmly in the past, whitewashed the forces that stood in its way, and diminished its
scope. And it is used perniciously in our own times to chastise present-day movements and obscure contemporary injustice. In A More Beautiful and Terrible History award-winning historian
Jeanne Theoharis dissects this national myth-making, teasing apart the accepted stories to show them in a strikingly different light. We see Rosa Parks not simply as a bus lady but a lifelong
criminal justice activist and radical; Martin Luther King, Jr. as not only challenging Southern sheriffs but Northern liberals, too; and Coretta Scott King not only as a “helpmate” but a lifelong
economic justice and peace activist who pushed her husband’s activism in these directions. Moving from “the histories we get” to “the histories we need,” Theoharis challenges nine key
aspects of the fable to reveal the diversity of people, especially women and young people, who led the movement; the work and disruption it took; the role of the media and “polite racism” in
maintaining injustice; and the immense barriers and repression activists faced. Theoharis makes us reckon with the fact that far from being acceptable, passive or unified, the civil rights
movement was unpopular, disruptive, and courageously persevering. Activists embraced an expansive vision of justice—which a majority of Americans opposed and which the federal
government feared. By showing us the complex reality of the movement, the power of its organizing, and the beauty and scope of the vision, Theoharis proves that there was nothing natural or
inevitable about the progress that occurred. A More Beautiful and Terrible History will change our historical frame, revealing the richness of our civil rights legacy, the uncomfortable mirror it
holds to the nation, and the crucial work that remains to be done. Winner of the 2018 Brooklyn Public Library Literary Prize in Nonfiction
NASA and the Long Civil Rights Movement
The Uses and Misuses of Civil Rights History
Class, Race, and the Civil Rights Movement, Second Edition
Letter from the Birmingham Jail
The Civil Rights Movement in American Memory
Coming of Age in Mississippi
In his seminal article “Freedom Then, Freedom Now,” renowned civil rights historian Steven F. Lawson described his vision for the future study of the civil rights movement. Lawson called for a deeper
examination of the social, economic, and political factors that influenced the movement’s development and growth. He urged his fellow scholars to connect the “local with the national, the political with the
social,” and to investigate the ideological origins of the civil rights movement, its internal dynamics, the role of women, and the significance of gender and sexuality. In Freedom Rights: New Perspectives on
the Civil Rights Movement, editors Danielle L. McGuire and John Dittmer follow Lawson’s example, bringing together the best new scholarship on the modern civil rights movement. The work expands our
understanding of the movement by engaging issues of local and national politics, gender and race relations, family, community, and sexuality. The volume addresses cultural, legal, and social developments
and also investigates the roots of the movement. Each essay highlights important moments in the history of the struggle, from the impact of the Young Women’s Christian Association on integration to the use
of the arts as a form of activism. Freedom Rights not only answers Lawson’s call for a more dynamic, interactive history of the civil rights movement, but it also helps redefine the field.
Dr. King’s best-selling account of the civil rights movement in Birmingham during the spring and summer of 1963 On April 16, 1963, as the violent events of the Birmingham campaign unfolded in the city’s
streets, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., composed a letter from his prison cell in response to local religious leaders’ criticism of the campaign. The resulting piece of extraordinary protest writing, “Letter from
Birmingham Jail,” was widely circulated and published in numerous periodicals. After the conclusion of the campaign and the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom in 1963, King further developed the
ideas introduced in the letter in Why We Can’t Wait, which tells the story of African American activism in the spring and summer of 1963. During this time, Birmingham, Alabama, was perhaps the most
racially segregated city in the United States, but the campaign launched by King, Fred Shuttlesworth, and others demonstrated to the world the power of nonviolent direct action. Often applauded as King’s
most incisive and eloquent book, Why We Can’t Wait recounts the Birmingham campaign in vivid detail, while underscoring why 1963 was such a crucial year for the civil rights movement. Disappointed by
the slow pace of school desegregation and civil rights legislation, King observed that by 1963—during which the country celebrated the one-hundredth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation—Asia and
Africa were “moving with jetlike speed toward gaining political independence but we still creep at a horse-and-buggy pace.” King examines the history of the civil rights struggle, noting tasks that future
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generations must accomplish to bring about full equality, and asserts that African Americans have already waited over three centuries for civil rights and that it is time to be proactive: “For years now, I have
heard the word ‘Wait!’ It rings in the ear of every Negro with piercing familiarity. This ‘Wait’ has almost always meant ‘Never.’ We must come to see, with one of our distinguished jurists, that ‘justice too
long delayed is justice denied.’”
What was it like to travel while Black under Jim Crow? Mia Bay brings this dramatic history to life. With gripping stories and a close eye on the rail, bus, and airline operators who implemented segregation,
she shows why access to unrestricted mobility has been central to the Black freedom struggle since Reconstruction and remains so today.
Presents a collection of essays about the history of the civil rights movement, focusing on the efforts of clergy, student activists, black nationalists, and such organizations as the NCAAP and Core to bring
about racial equality.
Civil Rights in America
Freedom's Bittersweet Song
Understanding and Teaching the Civil Rights Movement
Why We Can't Wait
Voices of Freedom
A History of the Modern Civil Rights Movement

Â Before the Little Rock Nine, before Rosa Parks, before Martin Luther King Jr. and his March on Washington, there was Barbara Rose Johns, a teenager who used nonviolent civil
disobedience to draw attention to her cause. In 1951, witnessing the unfair conditions in her racially segregated high school, Barbara Johns led a walkout—the first public protest of its kind
demanding racial equality in the U.S.—jumpstarting the American civil rights movement. Ridiculed by the white superintendent and school board, local newspapers, and others, and even after a
cross was burned on the school grounds, Barbara and her classmates held firm and did not give up. Her school’s case went all the way to the Supreme Court and helped end segregation as
part of Brown v. Board of Education. Barbara Johns grew up to become a librarian in the Philadelphia school system. The Girl from the Tar Paper School mixes biography with social history
and is illustrated with family photos, images of the school and town, and archival documents from classmates and local and national news media. The book includes a civil rights timeline,
bibliography, and index.!--?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /-- Praise for The Girl from the Tar Paper School "An important glimpse into the early civil
rights movement." —Kirkus Reviews "Based largely on interviews, memoirs, and other primary source material, and liberally illustrated with photographs, this well-researched slice of civil rights
history will reward readers who relish true stories of unsung heroes." —The Bulletin of The Center for Children’s Books
The author, the daughter of Andrew Young, describes the participation of Martin Luther King, Jr., along with her father and others, in the civil rights movement and in the historic march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, in 1965.
Presents three essays by distinguished scholars.
Economic inequalities have been perhaps the most enduring problem facing African Americans since the civil rights movement, despite the attention they have received from activists.
Although the civil rights movement dealt successfully with injustices like disenfranchisement and segregated public accommodations, economic disparities between blacks and whites remain
sharp, and the wealth gap between the two groups has widened in the twenty-first century. The Economic Civil Rights Movement is a collection of thirteen original essays that analyze the
significance of economic power to the black freedom struggle by exploring how African Americans fought for increased economic autonomy in an attempt to improve the quality of their lives. It
covers a wide range of campaigns ranging from the World War II era through the civil rights and black power movements and beyond. The unfinished business of the civil rights movement
primarily is economic. This book turns backward toward history to examine the ways African Americans have engaged this continuing challenge.
Until Justice Be Done: America's First Civil Rights Movement, from the Revolution to Reconstruction
Civil Rights Movement
Class, Race, and the Civil Rights Movement
The Girl from the Tar Paper School
The Economic Civil Rights Movement
The Civil Rights Movement

The Civil Rights Movement warrants continuing and extensive examination. The six papers in this collection, each supplemented by a follow-up assessment, contribute to a clearer perception
of what caused and motivated the movement, of how it functioned, of the changes that occurred within it, and of its accomplishments and shortcomings. Its profound effect upon modern
America has so greatly changed relations between the races that C. Vann Woodward has called it the second revolution.In a limited space the eleven scholars range with a definitive view over
a large subject. Their papers analyze and emphasize the Civil Rights Movement's important aspects: its origins and causes, its strategies and tactics for accomplishing black freedom, the
creative tensions in its leadership, the politics of the movement in the key state of Mississippi, and the role of federal law and federal courts.In this collection a scholarly balance is achieved
for each paper by a follow-up commentary from a significant authority. By deepening the understanding of the Civil Rights Movement, these essays underscore what has been gained through
struggle, as well as acknowledging the goals that are yet to be attained.
The unforgettable memoir of a woman at the front lines of the civil rights movement—a harrowing account of black life in the rural South and a powerful affirmation of one person’s ability
to affect change. “Anne Moody’s autobiography is an eloquent, moving testimonial to her courage.”—Chicago Tribune Born to a poor couple who were tenant farmers on a plantation in
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Mississippi, Anne Moody lived through some of the most dangerous days of the pre-civil rights era in the South. The week before she began high school came the news of Emmet Till’s
lynching. Before then, she had “known the fear of hunger, hell, and the Devil. But now there was . . . the fear of being killed just because I was black.” In that moment was born the passion
for freedom and justice that would change her life. A straight-A student who realized her dream of going to college when she won a basketball scholarship, she finally dared to join the
NAACP in her junior year. Through the NAACP and later through CORE and SNCC, she experienced firsthand the demonstrations and sit-ins that were the mainstay of the civil rights
movement—and the arrests and jailings, the shotguns, fire hoses, police dogs, billy clubs, and deadly force that were used to destroy it. A deeply personal story but also a portrait of a turning
point in our nation’s destiny, this autobiography lets us see history in the making, through the eyes of one of the footsoldiers in the civil rights movement. Praise for Coming of Age in
Mississippi “A history of our time, seen from the bottom up, through the eyes of someone who decided for herself that things had to be changed . . . a timely reminder that we cannot now
relax.”—Senator Edward Kennedy, The New York Times Book Review “Something is new here . . . rural southern black life begins to speak. It hits the page like a natural force, crude and
undeniable and, against all principles of beauty, beautiful.”—The Nation “Engrossing, sensitive, beautiful . . . so candid, so honest, and so touching, as to make it virtually impossible to put
down.”—San Francisco Sun-Reporter
This book explores collective learning in the Gandhian repertoire's transnational diffusion from the Indian independence movement to the American civil rights movement. Instead of
focusing primarily on interpersonal linkages or causal mechanisms, it highlights how decades of translation and experimentation by various actors enabled full implementation. It also shows
that transnational diffusion was not a linear and predictable process, but underwent numerous twists and turns. It is relevant for contemporary scholars as well as activists.
Essays on the American Civil Rights MovementTexas A&M University Press
Essays
Debating the Civil Rights Movement, 1945-1968
The Kids Who Fought for Civil Rights in Mississippi
Selma to Saigon
Child of the Civil Rights Movement
Free at Last
This book tells the story of how Americans, from the Civil War through today, have fought over the meaning of civil rights.
This text traces the history of the civil rights movement in the years following World War II, to the present day. Issues discussed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
Voting Rights of 1965, and the Northern Ireland ghetto's.
The past fifteen years have seen renewed interest in the civil rights movement. Television documentaries, films and books have brought the struggles into our
homes and classrooms once again. New evidence in older criminal cases demands that the judicial system reconsider the accuracy of investigations and legal
decisions. Racial profiling, affirmative action, voting districting, and school voucher programs keep civil rights on the front burner in the political arena. In light of
this, there are very few resources for teaching the civil rights at the university level. This timely and invaluable book fills this gap. This book offers perspectives on
presenting the movement in different classroom contexts; strategies to make the movement come alive for students; and issues highlighting topics that students
will find appealing. Including sample syllabi and detailed descriptions from courses that prove effective, this work will be useful for all instructors, both college and
upper level high school, for courses in history, education, race, sociology, literature and political science.
This excellent introduction to the civil rights movement captures the drama and impact of the black struggle for equality. Written by two of the most respected
scholars of African-American history, Steven F. Lawson and Charles Payne examine the individuals who made the movement a success, both at the highest level of
government and in the grassroot trenches.
A Lesson Before Dying
The Making of Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement
The Civil Rights Movement in Tennessee
The Civil Rights Movement in America
A Narrative History
Engines of the Black Power Movement
As NASA prepared for the launch of Apollo 11 in July 1969, many African American leaders protested the billions of dollars used to fund "space joyrides"
rather than help tackle poverty, inequality, and discrimination at home. This volume examines such tensions as well as the ways in which NASA's goal of
space exploration aligned with the cause of racial equality. Essays provide new insights into the complex relationship between the space program and the
civil rights movement in the Jim Crow South and abroad. NASA and the Long Civil Rights Movement offers important lessons from history as today's
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activists grapple with the distance between social movements like Black Lives Matter and scientific ambitions such as NASA's mission to Mars.
"3 story paths, 40 choices, 12 endings"--Front cover.
In "Letter from Birmingham Jail," Martin Luther King Jr. explains why blacks can no longer be victims of inequality.
A one-stop guide for students providing narrative description, in-depth analysis, biographies, and key primary documents on the Civil Rights movement.
Essays on the Influence of Civil Rights Actions, Arts, and Islam
The Classic Autobiography of Growing Up Poor and Black in the Rural South
The Civil Rights Movement and the Vietnam War
Black Americans and the Civil Rights Movement in the West
The Second Reconstruction
A More Beautiful and Terrible History

Civil rights have been in the news with the rise of Black Lives Matter, Colin Kaepernick taking a knee during the national anthem at NFL
games, and more. Yet civil rights activists have many other causes they are fighting for, such as calling attention to police brutality and
combating racism in everyday life. The Civil Rights Movement started in the 1800s and remains a prominent movement within our modern society.
Find out how activists such as Martin Luther King Jr. and Fannie Lou Hamer set the stage for activists in modern times and learn how
activists are speaking out today to expand rights for African Americans.
Race, Class, and the Civil Rights Movement is a unique sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement. In it, Jack M. Bloom analyzes
the interaction between the economy and political systems in the South, which led to racial stratification. Praise for the first edition: "A
unique sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement, analyzing the interaction between the economy and political systems in the
South, which led to racial stratification. An intriguing look at the interplay of race and class, this work is both scholarly and jargonfree. A sophisticated study."–Library Journal "This is an exciting book combining dramatic episodes with an insightful analysis.The use of
concepts of class is subtle and effective." –Peter N. Stearns "Ambitious and wide-ranging." –Georgia Historical Quarterly "Excellent
historical analysis." –North Carolina Historical Review "Historians should welcome this book. A well-written, jargon-free interpretive
synthesis, it relates impersonal political-economic forces to the human actors who were shaped by them and, in turn, helped shape them . . .
. This refreshing study reminds us how much the American dilemma of race has been complicated by problems of class." –American Historical
Review "A broad historical sweep . . . . Skillfully surveys key areas of historiographical debate and succinctly summarizes a good deal of
recent secondary literature." –Journal of Southern History "Bloom does a masterful job of presenting the major structural and psychological
interpretations associated with the Civil Rights Movement. . . . It will make an excellent general text to welcome undergraduates and
reintroduce old-timers to the social ferment that surrounded the civil rights movement." –Contemporary Sociology
Finalist for the 2022 Pulitzer Prize in History Finalist for the 2022 Lincoln Prize Winner of the 2022 John Nau Book Prize in American Civil
War Era History One of NPR's Best Books of 2021 and a New York Times Critics' Top Book of 2021 A groundbreaking history of the movement for
equal rights that courageously battled racist laws and institutions, Northern and Southern, in the decades before the Civil War. The halfcentury before the Civil War was beset with conflict over equality as well as freedom. Beginning in 1803, many free states enacted laws that
discouraged free African Americans from settling within their boundaries and restricted their rights to testify in court, move freely from
place to place, work, vote, and attend public school. But over time, African American activists and their white allies, often facing mob
violence, courageously built a movement to fight these racist laws. They countered the states’ insistences that states were merely trying to
maintain the domestic peace with the equal-rights promises they found in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. They were
pastors, editors, lawyers, politicians, ship captains, and countless ordinary men and women, and they fought in the press, the courts, the
state legislatures, and Congress, through petitioning, lobbying, party politics, and elections. Long stymied by hostile white majorities and
unfavorable court decisions, the movement’s ideals became increasingly mainstream in the 1850s, particularly among supporters of the new
Republican party. When Congress began rebuilding the nation after the Civil War, Republicans installed this vision of racial equality in the
1866 Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth Amendment. These were the landmark achievements of the first civil rights movement. Kate Masur’s
magisterial history delivers this pathbreaking movement in vivid detail. Activists such as John Jones, a free Black tailor from North
Carolina whose opposition to the Illinois “black laws” helped make the case for racial equality, demonstrate the indispensable role of
African Americans in shaping the American ideal of equality before the law. Without enforcement, promises of legal equality were not enough.
But the antebellum movement laid the foundation for a racial justice tradition that remains vital to this day.
In 1927, Beatrice Cannady succeeded in removing racist language from the Oregon Constitution. During World War II, Rowena Moore fought for
the right of black women to work in Omaha’s meat packinghouses. In 1942, Thelma Paige used the courts to equalize the salaries of black and
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white schoolteachers across Texas. In 1950 Lucinda Todd of Topeka laid the groundwork for the landmark Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board
of Education. These actions—including sit-ins long before the Greensboro sit-ins of 1960—occurred well beyond the borders of the American
South and East, regions most known as the home of the civil rights movement. By considering social justice efforts in western cities and
states, Black Americans and the Civil Rights Movement in the West convincingly integrates the West into the historical narrative of black
Americans’ struggle for civil rights. From Iowa and Minnesota to the Pacific Northwest, and from Texas to the Dakotas, black westerners
initiated a wide array of civil rights activities in the early to late twentieth century. Connected to national struggles as much as they
were tailored to local situations, these efforts predated or prefigured events in the East and South. In this collection, editors Bruce A.
Glasrud and Cary D. Wintz bring these moments into sharp focus, as the contributors note the ways in which the racial and ethnic diversity of
the West shaped a specific kind of African American activism. Concentrating on the far West, the mountain states, the desert Southwest, the
upper Midwest, and states both southern and western, the contributors examine black westerners’ responses to racism in its various
manifestations, whether as school segregation in Dallas, job discrimination in Seattle, or housing bias in San Francisco. Together their
essays establish in unprecedented detail how efforts to challenge discrimination impacted and changed the West and ultimately the United
States.
African American Explorations of the Gandhian Repertoire
We Had Sneakers, They Had Guns
Gender in the Civil Rights Movement
African Americans and the Struggle for Economic Power
The U.s. Civil Rights Movement
The Second World War and the Civil Rights Movement

In Selma to Saigon Daniel S. Lucks explores the impact of the Vietnam War on the national civil rights movement. Through detailed
research and a powerful narrative, Lucks illuminates the effects of the Vietnam War on leaders such as Whitney Young Jr., Stokely
Carmichael, Roy Wilkins, Bayard Rustin, and Martin Luther King Jr., as well as lesser-known Americans in the movement who faced the
threat of the military draft as well as racial discrimination and violence.
No one experienced the Freedom Summer of 1964 quite like Tracy Sugarman. As an illustrator and journalist, Sugarman covered the
nearly one thousand student volunteers who traveled to the Mississippi Delta to assist black citizens in the South in registering to vote. He
interviewed these activists, along with local civil rights leaders and black and white residents not directly involved in the movement, and
drew the people and events that made the summer one of the most heroic chapters in America’s long march toward racial justice. In We
Had Sneakers, They Had Guns, Sugarman chronicles the sacrifices, tragedies, and triumphs of that unprecedented moment in our nation’s
history. Two white students and one black student were slain in the struggle, many were beaten and hundreds arrested, and churches and
homes were burned to the ground by the opponents of equality. Yet the example of Freedom Summer—whites united with heroic black
Mississippians to challenge segregation—resonated across the nation. The United States Congress was finally moved to pass the civil rights
legislation that enfranchised the millions of black Americans who had been waiting for equal equal rights for a century. Blending oral
history with memoir, We Had Sneakers, They Had Guns draws the reader into the lives of the activists, showing their passion and naïveté,
the bravery of the civil rights leaders, and the candid, sometimes troubling reactions of the black and white Delta residents. Sugarman’s
unique reportorial art, in word and image, makes this book a vital record of our nation’s past.
Discusses the causes and consequences of the movement to achieve full political, economic, and social equality for blacks.
The decade of the 1960s was an era of protest in America, and strides toward racial equality were among the most profound effects of the
challenges to America's status quo. But have civil rights for African Americans been furthered, or even maintained, in the four decades
since the Civil Rights movement began? To a certain extent, the movement is popularly perceived as having regressed, with the real issues
tabled or hidden. With a view to assessing losses and gains, this collection of 17 essays examines the evolution and perception of the
African American civil rights movement from its inception through today.
Fog of War
New Perspectives on the Civil Rights Movement
Causes and Consequences of the African-American Civil Rights Movement
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An Interactive History Adventure
Essays on the American Civil Rights Movement
The movement for civil rights in America peaked in the 1950s and1960s; however, a closely related struggle, this time over themovement's legacy, has
been heatedly engaged over the past twodecades. How the civil rights movement is currently being rememberedin American politics and culture - and why it
matters - is the commontheme of the thirteen essays in this unprecedented collection.Memories of the movement are being created and maintained - in
waysand for purposes we sometimes only vaguely perceive - throughmemorials, art exhibits, community celebrations, and even streetnames.
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD WINNER • A deep and compassionate novel about a young man who returns to 1940s Cajun country to visit a black youth
on death row for a crime he didn't commit. Together they come to understand the heroism of resisting. A “majestic, moving novel ... an instant classic,
a book that will be read, discussed and taught beyond the rest of our lives" (Chicago Tribune), from the critically acclaimed author of A Gathering of
Old Men and The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.
The civil rights movement in the state of Tennessee is examined in this history that proposes that African Americans have always had a civil rights
movement in Tennessee, even during slavery.
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Traveling Black
Barbara Rose Johns and the Advent of the Civil Rights Movement
Killers of the Dream
Freedom Rights
Transnational Roots of the Civil Rights Movement
Teaching the American Civil Rights Movement

Tracing the development of African American political though since the 1960s, The Making of Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement offers a new look at the contemporary legacy of the civil rights
movement.
A unique sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement, analyzing the interaction between the economy and political systems in the South, which led to racial stratification.
This collection is a timely reconsideration of the intersection between two of the dominant events of twentieth-century American history, the upheaval wrought by the Second World War and the social revolution
brought about by the African American struggle for equality. Scholars from a wide range of fields explore the impact of war on the longer history of African American protest from many angles: from black
veterans to white segregationists, from the rural South to northern cities, from popular culture to federal politics, and from the American confrontations to international connections. It is well known that World
War II gave rise to human rights rhetoric, discredited a racist regime abroad, and provided new opportunities for African Americans to fight, work, and demand equality at home. It would be all too easy to
assume that the war was a key stepping stone to the modern civil rights movement. But the authors show that in reality the momentum for civil rights was not so clear cut, with activists facing setbacks as well as
successes and their opponents finding ways to establish more rigid defenses for segregation. While the war set the scene for a mass movement, it also narrowed some of the options for black activists.
A Story of Race and Resistance
People and Perspectives
A Novel
An Oral History of the Civil Rights Movement from the 1950s Through the 1980s
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